
FREE WRITING APPS FOR AUTHORS

We sent our team of writers out to find the best free writing apps out there. They looked at planning apps, productivity
apps, editing apps.

Yes, it is. Write is when you put all the items together to compose scenes. When you share a book draft with
others, like test readers or your editor , they can comment directly on the draft using the built-in comment
functionality. Novelist is the app that helps you write your novels. You can specify whose point of view each
scene will be written in, and you can see the word count of your entire novel broken out by chapterâ€”all at a
quick glance: One thing that yWriter does differently than a lot of other writing programs is focus on scenes
rather than on chapters. Sync: All your documents are synced with iCloud and Dropbox so you can access and
edit them from all of your Mac and iOS devices. I didn't know if there were any upgrades. Those cards can be
anything from tasks on a to-do list to scenes from your latest novel. It reminded me a little of the Scrivener
fiction template. Read more. Last year, I compiled a similar list, but I realized that many of the links are no
longer active. Anyone who has ever lost a draft of a book understands how valuable this feature is! Readability
Score This web application helps you improve your writing by measuring the readability of your text.
Personally, I love the ease of Pages. Here are the top four and most popular free apps to get you on your way.
These will give you a huge range of suggestions to improve your writing. Hemingway is quite useful when
you wish to reduce your word-count without leaving out any essential points from your article.
Cross-platform: Google Docs kills it in this regard. I need your help and I will acknowledge you for your
benevolent patronage. But if simplicity is your thing, then you may have found your perfect free writing tool.
How is that a writing tool? Aside from providing a distraction-free writing experience, the app makes it easy
to pen out your plot, characters, settings and everything else you need to convey in your story.
Cross-platformability: How good is the app for using across all of your devices and platforms so you can start
work on one machine, finish on another and collaborate with others as you go? Schedule is when you set your
goals: word count or due date. Chrome extension: You can use Grammarly to check your writing as you type
online with the Chrome extension. Use for: Non-fiction, creating a daily writing habit Airstory The Airstory
clipper in action I purchased Airstory as part of an AppSumo detail a year ago. The free version of Grammarly
works extremely well for most users. You can use the free version of ProWritingAid, which offers you a lot of
functionality to help you write more accurately online. Key features: Minimal writing app: Maybe not quite
distraction-free writing but far more minimal than typical word processors with all of the same features and
more. A lot of writers choose to save their book on Dropbox, so that it will be automatically backed up. Here
is a breakdown of the most recent prices for all of the tools in this article along with their comparative
features: Writing Software. It was created in two months by two year-old American college students. Check
out Hemingway Editor here. Simply paste your writing into the editor and scroll through. Draft has many cool
features view them all here including the ability to share your documents with other users and accept or
decline their changes. It has taken over as one of the most versatile simple editing softwares and for a good
reason.


